THE TOP 13 PROVIDERS OF EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION OUTSOURCING.

This is our second year offering a Baker’s Dozen of employee recognition and incentive outsourcing providers. Traditionally, incentive providers were limited to delivering corporate awards, fitness and wellness rewards, food and entertainment compensation, retail gifts, or travel awards. But in the past three years, we have seen a transformation in the full-service employee recognition market, with providers offering so much more.

Listed here are the top 13 providers who offer the entire package of employee recognition—plan design, staff motivation, performance tracking, rewards distribution, and recognition goals. End-to-end providers work with HR clients in identifying objectives, pinpointing which employees deserve recognition, developing programs, coordinating communication, selecting and delivering incentive packages, promoting programs, distributing awards, and completing evaluations, just to name a few.

As employee turnover becomes a major issue, a well-defined employee recognition program can stop the bleeding. Employees want to feel appreciated, and the right incentive program can do just that.

This special section also includes user feedback from HR executives who have seen success with outsourcing their recognition programs, case studies that focus on establishing an incentive program for a global giant and using incentives to promote workplace safety, and an in-depth look at why cash is not always the best gift.

Methodology: This list was developed by contacting 30 of the largest recognition providers and requesting the following information: number of employees rewarded under full-service programs in 2005, estimates on the number of placements their top 10 to 15 competitors executed in 2005, and a ranking of their top 10 to 15 competitors by number of placements. Because of the amorphous definition for full-service employee recognition, a ranking would be unfair comparison. Instead, the 13 providers are listed in alphabetical order with a description of services they offer.

* Number provided by the vendor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Employees Incented (2005)</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson Performance Improvement Company</td>
<td>163,480</td>
<td><a href="http://www.andersonperformance.com">www.andersonperformance.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett Brothers, Inc</td>
<td>125,000 plus</td>
<td><a href="http://www.bennettbrothers.com">www.bennettbrothers.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Anderson Performance Improvement designs and implements behavior-based incentive and recognition programs that include analysis, measurement, communications, training, reinforcement, and rewards. It works with clients to determine goals and then identify the specific behaviors that help meet them. This process involves reviewing key data and interviewing top company performers.

Client(s): Serving clients from the telecommunication, pharmaceutical, insurance, manufacturing, and banking industries.

Services Offered: Discretionary award tools to recognize employees at every level of the organization, including peer-to-peer recognition; scratch-and-win combines printed cards and online redemption of rewards; knowledge-validation system; and learn-and-earn online quizzes harness the power of knowledge and accelerate success.

Most Important Metrics: Revenue, productivity, product sales, employee and customer satisfaction, first-pass resolution, product referrals, safety, and loss time prevention.

With 100 years of service, Bennett Brothers provides product and full-service program administration for employee recognition awards, prizes, holiday gifts, and productivity incentives. Its popular incentive solution, Choose-Your-Gift gift program, lets employers reward associates with brand-name merchandise, including electronics, appliances, cameras, watches, jewelry, sporting goods, and more.
**GiftCertificates.com**

Client(s): 30,000 corporate clients, most with more than 500 employees

Services Offered: Program strategy, technology tools—web-based tools to gather info, measure effectiveness, etc.; program administration—dedicated account managers and a customer resource center; communication services—a branch of marketing department which offers templates or customized pieces to help clients communicate their programs; universal rewards—more than 200 merchant gift cards or the SuperCertificate reward; and expert fulfillment.

Most Important Metrics: Reduction in turnover, increased efficiencies, lower accident rates, increase in sales, and increase in marketing ROI or response rates.

**Globoforce**

Founded in 1999, Globoforce is a provider of worldwide, on-demand incentive, reward, and recognition programs for Global 2000 companies. With a flexible and efficient recognition tool that can be scaled from one to millions of users, global companies have a powerful and secure solution to implement and manage their company- or division-wide rewards and incentive programs. Globoforce coordinates the purchasing and stocking of gift certificates from thousands of merchants. Based on J2EE architecture, Globoforce has built a flexible, efficient, and powerful web-based incentive tool. Globoforce offers locally relevant rewards to all participants across the globe with innovative multi-language, multi-currency offering.

Client(s): Dow Chemical, IBM, Reuters, SAP, Safeway

Services Offered: On-demand incentive solution offers a single platform for managing and implementing rewards and incentive programs; online reporting and workflow capabilities; self-built fulfillment software controls and coordinates the movement of gift certificate rewards worldwide; and technology features including super-user dashboards, online order tracking, single-user sign (SSO), and data flow and integration between payroll systems such as Peoplesoft and SAP.

Most Important Metrics: Level of participation stats at all levels, user feedback surveys of supervisors and staff, and productivity increases vs. dollars spent.

**IncentOne**

Since 1997, IncentOne has provided integrated incentive solutions to clients ranging from small businesses to the Fortune 1000, including half of the Fortune 50. IncentOne’s solutions combine its proven incentive platform with the industry’s most
comprehensive reward portfolio and best practices to provide companies with a tool to drive business objectives.

**Client(s):** ADP, AutoDesk, Blue Cross Blue Shield, Capital One, MGM, Motorola, NBC, the United States Postal Service, Washington Mutual, WebMD

**Services Offered:** Manage activities, processes, real-time tracking and reporting; guidance on optimal program design, execution, and improvement; customized awards that can be personalized; branded experience where all touch points are client-branded for administrators, managers, and recipients; self-administration; and services to effectively implement, support, communicate, analyze, and improve results. Types of programs supported include employee recognition, peer-to-peer, on the spot, years of service, employee suggestions, health and wellness, safety and compliance, process improvement, training and e-learning, call center and customer service, marketing and sales incentives, holiday gifts and special events, and cash awards management.

**Most Important Metrics:** ROI, sales revenues, participation rates, productivity, morale, absenteeism, turnover, employee engagement, acquisition and retention rates, and cost reductions.

---

**MARITZ INC.**

Maritz Inc. helps companies achieve their goals by understanding, developing, and motivating people—employees, sales partners, and customers. Maritz provides full-service reward and recognition solutions, learning solutions, communications, incentive initiatives, meetings and event management, travel management services, market and customer research, and customer loyalty programs. The St. Louis-based provider has key offices in the U.S., Canada, the U.K., France, Germany, and Spain. Maritz’s global catalog and partnerships with incentive providers around the world enable delivery of reward and recognition globally.

**Client(s):** More than 400 clients including Bank of America, Hewlett-Packard, Xerox, Nissan, and Wells Fargo.

**Services Offered:** Program assessment and design; communications; tracking and reporting; analysis; project management and complete awards fulfillment, including an online and print awards catalog, stored-value award cards, and group and individual travel awards; and integration with learning solutions, business meetings, employee and customer research, and loyalty programs.

**Most Important Metrics:** Unit sales, percent of objective attained, enrollment, participation, cost savings, ideas submitted, and employee survey results.

---

**MARKETING INNOVATORS INTERNATIONAL**

Marketing Innovators International is a full-service, performance-improvement company providing customized program design, creative communications, program management, tracking, evaluation, and award fulfillment. Marketing Innovators develops rules, program structure, promotional campaigns, and program budgets as well as offer complete administrative and communications support essential to the success of any program. The Rosemont, IL-based provider delivers custom programming as well as turnkey systems to clients. By streamlining process functions, clients can focus on the larger picture—objectives, people, and results.

**Client(s):** HP, HSBC, T-Mobile

**Services Offered:** Employee programs: training, referral, productivity, safety, recognition, attendance, cost reduction, suggestion, and customer satisfaction. Services include: program assessment and consulting, program communications (web, flash, print, and dimensional), program training and reinforcement, recognition element (design and delivery), online technology, and program measurement, and ROI. Award options: catalog lifestyle merchandise, gift certificates, reloadable debit cards, group travel, business theater, meetings support and logistics, individual travel, and award connection.
### MICHAEL C. FINA

2005 marked Michael C. Fina’s 70th anniversary in providing corporations with gifts and awards. As a family-owned and -operated business since 1935, Michael C. Fina offers cost-effective, state-of-the-art recognition solutions to multinational corporations, with a strict focus on world-class customer service. Michael C. Fina, headquartered in New York, is one of the fastest growing employee recognition company in North America. Many Fortune 500 companies rely on Michael C. Fina’s dedication to perfecting the way employee recognition programs are implemented.

**Client(s):** Citigroup, IBM, UPS

**Services Offered:** Design, implementation, and measurement of all types of employee recognition programs including peer-to-peer nominations, anniversary awards, retirement, safety, and other incentives.

**Most Important Metrics:** Participant satisfaction, redemption rate, and on-time delivery.

### RIDEAU

Since 1912, Rideau has helped clients optimize their people, performance, and profits. It is one of the leading sources in North America for managed solutions for service awards, performance awards, corporate merchandise, and customer loyalty programs. Rideau offers customized online solutions backed by exciting brand product merchandising and state-of-the-art product fulfillment. Rideau also offers a complete suite of offline recognition solutions for clients, customers, and employees.

**Client(s):** Boeing, Ceridian, Harris Bank, Lucent, Owens & Minor, RBC Financial Group

**Services Offered:** Service-award programs, points-based programs to recognize daily employee behaviors and activities that lead to achievement, incentive and performance programs, corporate merchandise and company store programs, and cash award management programs

**Most Important Metrics:** Improved retention and decreased turnover, improved performance and employee engagement, improved customer satisfaction, and improved profitability and shareholder value.

### SPRINGBOK SERVICES

Springbok Services has provided incentive and award program services to more than 4,000 companies including more than 100 of the Fortune 500. Springbok provides custom co-branded prepaid MasterCard programs for use with virtually any employee incentive and award program. In addition, Springbok offers a web-based Reward Incentive Management System (RIMS), providing modules for managing scheduled award programs, incentive points programs, and peer-to-peer recognition programs fully automating all servicing components enhancing participation and streamlining program administration.

**Client(s):** Applied Materials, Boise, Brinks Home Security, Cascade, Exxon Mobil, GMAC Insurance, International Paper, Nissan, Pepsi Bottling Group, State Farm, and Toyota.

**Services Offered:** Custom co-branded, prepaid MasterCards, web-based reward and incentive management system, and program management services.
Most Important Metrics: Sales and revenue goals, safety and workman's comp claims/expense, employee participation in health and wellness programs and corresponding insurance premium expense, and customer satisfaction.

**TERRYBERRY COMPANY**

Since 1918, Terryberry has helped businesses develop and implement custom recognition incentive award systems. Working with more than 25,000 organizations worldwide, Terryberry provides lapel pins, award rings, watches as well as more than 1,000 other personalized awards. Terryberry’s popular recognition e-program, www.awardchoice.com, takes recognition online for award selection and eased administration.

Client(s): Confidential

Services Offered: Service award programs, recognition system design and implementation, online award programs, toll-free award selection service, performance-based programs, and presentation training.

Most Important Metrics: Employee engagement, length of service, sales increases, productivity, and alignment.

**THE THARPE COMPANY**

The Tharpe Company offers total recognition solutions for challenging motivational needs. With a unique strategy that offers a flexible approach to the daily reinforcement of a client’s mission, vision, and values, individuals are rewarded based on achieving multiple initiatives. All programs offer an electronic ordering and reporting system designed to achieve measurable results.

Client(s): Many of the Fortune 1000.

Services Offered: Total recognition solutions for service and performance-based incentive programs.

Most Important Metrics: Measurable ROI process, participation rates, response rates, employee engagement, customer/employee satisfaction, budget integrity, and employee retention and turnover

**WORKSTREAM**

Workstream offers market-leading security (SAS 70 certified) and is Sarbanes-Oxley compliant. The rewards product line includes award-winning solutions designed to motivate and retain top employees, offered with full consulting support. The applications support incentive, recognition, and work-life programs. These programs can be integrated with Workstream’s compensation, performance, and development applications through its talent-center application suite to align employees with strategy. Workstream is partnered with Excellerate HRO.

Client(s): Workstream has more than 40 Fortune 2000 clients including Chevron, Liberty Mutual, and L’Oreal.

Services Offered: Research; strategy development; software (online workflows for points/certificates/approvals/budget management, participant account management, and real-time reporting and redemption process management); hosting; technical consulting (integration); and communication design/execution.

Most Important Metrics: Metrics include satisfaction, utilization, and business impact (sales, service levels, etc) with increasing focus on ROI evaluation.
### Recognition Buyers Weigh-In

We surveyed buyers of recognition services on their experiences working with recognition providers, hot trends they see in the market, and other top tips for giving their employees the best recognition experience possible. Here are their insights.

#### The Top Three Services Providers Offer:

| 1. Customer focus/timely service |
| 2. Flexibility |
| 3. Online capabilities/e-commerce |

Other areas:
- Choice of awards and product availability
- Timeliness

#### The Most Important Qualities of a Full-Service Employee Recognition Provider:

- Global, comprehensive recognition solution
- Understand business needs—understand your program and the reason why you want to do an incentive program and who the target audience is, company culture, and diversity
- Technical support
- Ideas and innovation
- Offer flexible incentives from the line-level employee to the CEO

#### Current Trends in the Recognition/Incentives Market:

- Online tools gift cards to be used anywhere
- Increase in team awards
- Recognition becomes a part of an overall “bonus program” based on stated criteria
- A growing need to attract and retain employees
- Recognition for both employment service and performance
- Choice for employees when choosing an award
- Education/training regarding recognition
- Personal touch rewards—employees want to feel valued
- Recognition scheduled into a manager’s week, so it becomes a habit
- Global solutions with different global recognition needs (e.g., currency, appropriateness of merchandise etc.)
- Recognition of much earlier service, i.e., not only for career employees
- Lifestyle gifts such as tents, bikes, or grills
- Providing awards that are not a taxable benefit

#### When Rewarding Employees HR Departments Most Often Overlook:

- What an employee would want
- Ensuring recognition to all employees; much too often, hard-working employees go unrecognized
- The benefit should not diminish the message of what you want to accomplish. The reward/incentive is the “icing on the cake,” and the incentive is seen by the recipient as a true “value.”
- Cash payment only is not long lasting
- Simplified administration
- Failing to stress to line managers the importance of recognizing employees and the benefits to the organization
- Each person is different so there needs to be some flexibility when rewarding employees
- The actual presentation
- Making the recognition moment meaningful

#### Some of the Biggest Challenges Associated With Employee Recognition:

- Determining what will the employees most appreciate
- Having managers and other employees see the value in rewarding and recognizing others
- Keeping it fresh and new, so that it still continues to relate to the original message
- To make it an unbiased program as seen in the eyes of employees
- Turnover
- Ensuring C-level and senior managers understand the importance of the ROI using effective recognition principles
- Keeping up with change
- Finding a global one-size-fits-all solution that hits the mark for everyone regardless of where they are geographically located
- How to provide an experience unique to each employee and also retain some consistency in the program across the company